NOTICE
This docume nt contains information of a pre liminary nature and was pre pare d primarily for inte rnal use at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It is subje ct to r e vision or corre ction and the re fore doe s not represent a final re port.
•/ithout th* approval 0/ the 0F.KL patunt t»y*K»| U»ml ajsd laio«a»tioa Control DojMrUMVt, Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. The purpose of this note is to show how a polarized plasma beam may be trapped in a magnetic field if a plasma Is present in the magnetic volume.
In the experiments described above no attempt was made to provide a plasma for the beam to pass through nor was the energy of the beam enough to do any appreciable ionization of the residual gas in the volume. Consider now the case when a plasma beam enters a region In a magnetic field that contains a plasma. The V x B force field will as before cause the ions and electrons to bend In opposite directions. The electrostatic field does not form, however, since it Is neutralized by the plasma present in the volume.
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In the absence of a strong competing electric force the V X B force will predominate and the charged particles will move into orbital paths and be trapped. The sketch below illustrates how a plasma that is present in a magnetic field can neutralize a polarized beam that enters it.
BEAM
In an actual thermonuclear device the neutralizing plasma should have its greatest density near the center of the system. This plasma could be formed by various means such as PIG discharges, arcs, RF discharges, or perhaps by ionization of the residual gas by the Incoming beam. The polarized beam passes through the magnetic field until it reaches a plasma region sufficiently dense to neutralize it at which point it is trapped.
MAGNETIC FIEUD
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5^-<r SOME POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS
In a mirror geometry. With a constant plasma density check trapping rate as mirror ratio is changed.
Injection method for compression studies, Injection could continue during entire compression cycle if desired.
Gross beam experiments. For example, one beam down axis of machine, the other across the magnetic field.
Two beams from opposite directions colliding in center a la Bostick.
Injection of any ion either separately or together. The use of molecular ions would provide two trapping mechanisms.
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